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My “Bethlehem Farm” Experience

BY SR. MARTHA FRIEDMAN

My
experience
at the Bethlehem
Farm Project was
very positive. For
me, it was a joyful,
peaceful, prayerful
experience.
For
years I had been
curious to know
about life in the
Appalachian
Mountains. When I
said “yes” to going
on this trip, little
did I know that is
where I would be
going. What a nice
surprise!

It was a spiritual
time, which started
while traveling. Together with Steve Desmarais and Dr.
Nelson Esobar, we picked up Sr. Glenna at Entrance 5
at 6:00 a.m. The trip took approximately 12 hours. During
the first 10% of the travel time we spent time getting to
know each other. The other 90% of the travel time was
spiritual conversation; that for me, was impressive.
Instructions were that we should have supper before
arriving at the Farm at 7:00 p.m. Then when we arrived at
the Farm, the “care takers” were at the front of the house
to meet and greet us. It was indeed a warm welcome.
Once inside, we all sat in a big circle in the living room
and introduced ourselves. There were 14 of us, and
about seven “care takers” who stay at Bethlehem Farm
for an agreed amount of time. They plan and organize
the work to be done on the farm and the projects that
are done to help the “poor” people living around in the
mountainous areas. After introductions, to each other,
and to the Bethlehem Farm Projects, we were shown to
our rooms. Any bed looked good after a full days’ travel.
The first day there was a Sunday. We went in a parade of
cars to the local Parish Church. After Mass, on our way
back to the Farm we stopped by a river to appreciate a
small part of nature in between the mountains. We had
a half hour of quiet meditation to soak in the beautiful
sights of rocks and a big waterfall. Then we were called
to make our way to a picnic table at the edge of the
river where we had our dinner. After that we returned to

Bethlehem Farm. The rest of that afternoon we worked in
the garden.
That evening we were given a tour through the farm
area. We were introduced to a couple of dogs, a couple
of goats and 20 to 30 chickens. The garden area is quite
large with a couple of “green houses” to protect plants at
certain times of the year, and a couple of shacks for the
tools used for the work. Oh, and on that property, there
is also a small cemetery for the “poor” people who can’t
afford a plot in the regular cemetery.
Our daily schedule was something like this: Each
morning we were awakened by music. We began each
day with morning prayer, which was done in a big circle
in the living room. That was followed by breakfast and
then announcements and the duties for each group for
the day. Then there was a line up heading for the bath
room one last time before hitting the road to do our
daily commitments. Everyone helped pack the cars with
whatever materials we needed for our day, this included
shovels, rakes, ladders, paint, etc. We always took along
big thermos of water and a little something for dinner. The
people who were staying at the house for the day went to
the gate, and waved, sang, and shouted to each car load
as it left the property for the day. That was a send off
every day. At the end of the day, as each car returned,
the home crew ran to the door to greet and welcome
them back HOME. There was time for showers and a
little rest—to enjoy and appreciate the mountain views all
around us. Then the
bell ran for supper.
The meal prayers
were always done in
a circle and holding
hands. After supper
each group gave a
report of their work
and
experiences
of the day. Then it
was dish-washing
time. The next bellring meant evening
prayer, which took
place in a big circle
in the living room.
The last bell of the
day meant lights
out. By that time any
bed looked good.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Since this time, we were a group
of “older folks” (some groups
are college students) we had a
bit of a choice of work we could,
or would like to do. I chose to
work outside. This included work
in the garden: pulling weeds,
planting, picking tomatoes and
peppers (green, yellow and red),
transplanting small plants into
bigger pots, watering plants. All
on the Bethlehem Farm property.
One day I helped pick apples and
pears for a poor man (widower)
living alone on the mountain
side. He was physically unable
to pick the fruit that was on his
property. While I helped pick
fruit, others in the group repaired
the leaking roof of his house. At one point, he cornered Nelson and
me just to talk. He told us that his wife died a year and a half ago and
that he is so terribly lonesome. Then he looked at me and said, “Are
you married?” Before I could get in a word, Nelson jumped in and
said, “She is married to Jesus.” That was the end of that subject. (He
is a protestant minister and he told us more than once that he likes
the Catholics.)
On another day we went to help paint the inside of a house that is
being built for a family whose house burned down a year or two ago.
All of the “poor” people are grateful for any service rendered to them.

For the 3rd year in a row I experienced
the great joy and blessing of visiting
Bethlehem Farm in WV a mission
site in Appalachia. This year I was
joined by one of my own dear sisters,
Martha. Being with her added to the
joy and richness of my experience.
Her generosity of spirit and her
vibrant energy is inspiring! Martha
has shared here her story about our
trip there and the days spent on the
Farm. My days were spent mostly at
the farmhouse preparing and canning
literally hundreds of jars of tomatoes
and apple sauce. I spent time in the
garden picking tomatoes, peppers,
and berries. I also spent a day on a
work site painting bedrooms in the
home of a family in need. In the midst
of the work, the fellowship and prayer
shared with the other participants and
the Farm caretakers brings the rhythm
of action and contemplation to life.
~ Sr. Glenna Czachor

At the end of our last day at Bethlehem Farm we were in our large
circle in the living room and our evening prayer was a quite and
reverent washing of the feet – as at the Last Supper. One of the caretakers and his four-year-old son did the service. That prayer was a
tear jerker for some of us.
On our leaving day, after breakfast, there was an all-groupparticipation in “house clean up”. Some washed dishes, pots and
pans, stove, etc. Others swept and mopped the floors. Others sorted
all the trash for re-cycling…etc.
When that was all done, we gathered together for the last time in the
front of the Farm house for picture-taking. Then, in a circle and with
hands joined, a prayer was said. That was followed by hugs, goodbyes and thanks. Again, the ones who stay, ran to the gate and each
car stopped at the gate to hear the shouted good-byes and sung
messages. Then we were on our way home.
Yes, I enjoyed it and I’m grateful for the experience.
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Give your spirit a rest during the holidays.

Join the Tau Center for a special Winter Labyrinth walk on December 21
How many times do you feel rushed
during the holidays trying to get your
house cleaned, the meals ready, the
presents bought and wrapped, and
time scheduled for visiting friends
and family? Although you are filled
with the holiday spirit, we encourage
you to find time to tend to your ‘innerspirit’ during this busy season.
Join us for our special Winter
Labyrinth Walk held indoors at Tau
Center on Thursday, December 21
from 4:00-7:00pm.

The labyrinth is an ancient symbol
used around the world as a metaphor
for life’s journey. Unlike a maze,
a labyrinth has only one entrance,
one path, and one destination. For
centuries, labyrinths have been
used for centering reflection, selfdiscovery, and mindful movement for
all who take the time to walk or wheel
the path.
Come for as long as you want
and enjoy a silent, contemplative
atmosphere which will include gentle

music and candlelight, along with a
seated circle for prayer or meditation.
A Christmas peace meditation will be
led by Sr. Glenna on the hour (4pm,
5pm, and 6pm) with an expression of
transitioning from dark to light during
this shortest day of the year and
holiday season. At 7:00pm a simple
closing prayer will end the evening.
Pre-register online for this special
Advent program at www.taucenter.
org. (free-will offering)

Interested in exploring your gifts as a presenter at Tau Center?
If you would like to explore the idea of becoming a presenter at Tau Center, or if you have an idea or
suggestion for a new program, please call Sharon Devo at 630-909-6809.

Sisters and Soul Mandalas
Sharon Devo led the International Sisters in an evening
of Soul-Mandala Collage on Nov 4, 2017. Using
little more than scissors and glue, the Sisters placed
images on cardboard rounds to express their interior
landscape. Artmaking was followed by a brief time of
journaling and table-sharing. The evening ended with
the entire group gathered into a circle to stand with
their Mandala and express its meaning with a short
phrase, in their own language.
Before leaving for home, a few Sisters shared with
Sharon that they intended to continue exploring with
Mandala Collage and will be sharing it with their home
communities.
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The Liturgical Year
BY FR. PHILIP HORRIGAN
With the beginning of a new liturgical year, on December 3rd, the first Sunday of Advent, I thought it would be appropriate to
offer some interesting points on the liturgical calendar or Church year, as it is sometimes called.
What is it? The liturgical year is the commemorative celebration of the saving deeds God accomplished through Jesus Christ.
We find this description in the General Norms for the Liturgical Year: “The whole mystery of Christ, from his incarnation to the
day of Pentecost and the expectation of his coming again, is recalled by the Church during the course of the year”.
The liturgical year begins on the first Sunday of Advent each year and can be understood as the sum of all the liturgical feasts
and seasons that have found their set place in this annual cycle.
Where did it come from? First, the liturgical year emanates and derives its growth from the passion and resurrection of
Christ. Second, the liturgical year, as we know it, is the result of an evolving history as the Church designated various feasts,
seasons, weeks and days to mark the unfolding of the Paschal Mystery.
Here are some significant historical developments:
1.The first three centuries (AD30-300)
• Observation of Sunday, the first day of the week, as the original feast celebrating the Lord’s death, resurrection, ascension,
exaltation and sending of the Holy Spirit.
• The designation of each Wednesday and Friday as fast days.
• The great 50 days of the Paschal Feast (Easter) leading to Pentecost; no fasting or kneeling during this time of rejoicing.
• Feast days for martyrs, usually in the local churches.
2. The 4th century (300-400)
• Feast of the Epiphany in the East
• The period of Lent prior to Easter
• The feast of Christmas
• The time of Advent as preparation for baptisms at Epiphany
• Holy Week, first in Jerusalem and eventually in the wider
Church
3. The 5th – 7th centuries
• Establishment of a number of feasts honoring the Blessed Mother
• The beginnings of the Sanctoral Cycle, the feasts of the saints
4. 8th – 12th centuries (700-1200)
• Prayer texts developed for Sundays in Ordinary Time
• Increase in number of feasts of the saints
• Days of Lent and Holy Week reorganized
• Feast of the Trinity and Corpus Christi added to the calendar
5. 13th – 15th centuries
• Additions to the Sanctoral cycle, especially Marian Feasts
• Beginnings of a uniform and universal Missal for Sundays
6. The 16th century (1500-1600)
• The Protestant and Catholic reformations
• Fixed form of the Catholic liturgical year, lasted until the 20ieth century
• Council of Trent developed new missal

7. The 17th – 19th centuries (1600-1900)
• Sanctoral cycle reformed
• Holy Week ceremonies simplified
• Saints days multiplied, sometimes overshadowing Sundays
8. 20th century (1900-1962)
• Renewed emphasis on the importance of Sunday (1913)
• Easter Vigil restored (1951); Holy Week revised (1955)
• Opening of Vatican II (1962)
9. 20th into the 21st century: the age of renewal
• Revision of the liturgical year and the calendar
• New Lectionary and Roman Missal
• Ongoing additions to Sanctoral cycle
What are the components of the liturgical year? The heart of the liturgical year is Sunday.
Solemnities: are those feasts that merit special acknowledgement; some fall on a Sunday, such as the Feast of the Most Holy
Trinity; some are attached to a particular day, such as the feast of St. Joseph on March 19th; some are also Holy Days of Obligation, if they fall on a weekday, such as the Feast of the Assumption.
Feast Days: are those days on which a particular saint, or an event in the life of Jesus or the Blessed Mother Mary, is celebrated. Feast days comprise what is called the Sanctoral Cycle. These feasts are ordinarily called memorials, and the proper prayers of the mass (for the collect, the prayer over the gifts and the prayer after communion) are particular for that day. There are
three feast days that honor a non-person: The Chair of St. Peter (Feb. 22nd); the Exaltation of the Holy Cross (Sept. 14th); and
the Dedication of the Lateran Basilica (Nov. 9th).
Seasons: a collection of weeks or days for a specific time during the year. The season of Lent has 40 days; the season of Advent with 4 Sundays (and only with 4 full weeks every 5 or 6 years) before Christmas; the Christmas season, from Christmas
Day until the feast of the Baptism of our Lord; the season of Easter (now called Easter Time) with the 50 days from Easter until
Pentecost.
Ordinary Time: is not really a liturgical season but includes all the Sundays (and corresponding weekdays) not included in the
seasons. Ordinary Time can have as many as 34 weeks, depending on the date of Easter each year. (Easter Sunday is based
on the ancient Lunar calendar: it is the first Sunday after the first full moon in the Spring equinox)). There are two segments of
Ordinary Time: from the Feast of the Epiphany to the Sunday before Ash Wednesday, (formerly called the Sundays after
Epiphany); and the weeks after Pentecost until the first Sunday of Advent (formerly called the Sundays after Pentecost).
The liturgy committee for OLA would like to offer these thoughts for our celebration of Advent this year: Ask, what is
Advent calling me to this year?
+ Perhaps, Advent is calling me to remember the Love that Christmas brings, a love that can be born again in the relationships of my life, - for my Lord, for others and for myself.
+ Perhaps, Advent is calling me to trust; to trust the promise of the prophets that the Messiah, the one who dwells among us,
is truly our Light in every darkness.
+ Perhaps, Advent is calling us, more than anything these days, to hope, to joyful hope! A deep-seated hope that springs
from embracing the promise that our remembering is not without a future, and our trust is not without grace.
+ Enjoy the waiting!

International
Congregational
Meetings
November 8-12, 2017
Wheaton, IL, USA
“Touched is one word that comes to mind when thinking
about the international meetings. Even with all the different
languages we were all one in spirit. The collaboration and help
we all shared with one another was truly a gift that will be
cherished.” -Sr. Trish Villarreal
“I was impressed and overjoyed with our
Franciscan receptions and farewells at
our front door, as well as our Sisterly
concerns and sharing of life among our
provinces during our meetings.”
-Sr. Martha Friedman

“It was such a pleasure to host and interact
with our international congregational guests.
Whether it was praying together, playing
together or meeting together, this was a
wonderful experience of the gift we are to
each other in our diversity and in the love we
hold in common.” - Sr. Melanie Paradis

“My experience of the meetings was heart-warming. There was
great sensitivity to the diversity among us and an openness and
willingness to assist one another in any way we can.” PS- We also
had a lot of fun with each other! - Sr. Alice Drewek

“The time with our sisters from around the globe for the
Plenary Council meeting was a memorable experience. I feel
we were given a grace to get to know each other. We had
the opportunity to share what we hold precious in our hearts
that which has been entrusted to us. As always the spirit was
present among us, leading us to a place that would serve the
whole Congregation. I loved the day we spent with each other
in Chicago. The day was perfectly planned. I felt proud as a
native Chicagoan to share a few highlights of our fine city’s
attractions: the wonderful art institute and lake front.”
- Sr. Lynn Schafer

“Of all the wonderful aspects of having
our international guests with us, what
stands out for me by far is our outing to
St. Peter’s and the Art Institute in Chicago
and Pizza Party later in the day. Any
time we can pray and play together is a
wonderful celebration of our Franciscan
life and our joy as a Congregation.”
- Sr. Glenna Czachor

“Participating in the Finance Commission gave me an opportunity
to view the Congregation from a global perspective. I learned of
the hopes, plans and challenges of our sisters in foreign lands. It
was an amazing experience!!” - Sr. Rosie Stewart
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International
Congregational
Meetings
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Grace in the Now: The Gospel of Encounter Religious Formation Congress 2017
BY COVENANT COMPANION JEANNE CONNOLLY
The Religious Formation Conference met November
16 -19, 2017, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for its biennial
Congress. This year’s congress brought together more
than 300 women and men religious, associates, and
supporters to explore Grace in the Now: The Gospel of
Encounter.
Sr. Mary Pat Garvin, RSM offered a pre-conference
workshop on Mentoring: A Near-Occasion of Grace.
She shared that mentoring relationships are “a type
of relational learning” built upon mutuality, reciprocity,
friendship, and wanting the best for another. She
also said that not everyone is called to be a mentor.
Sr. Mary Pat suggested looking for mentors who are
“generative.” She defined generativity as having a
“life-giving concern about the well-being of others,
a keen interest in future
generations, and the ability
to give of self without an
expectation of reciprocity.”
Sr. Theresa Maya, a
Sister of Charity of the
Incarnate
Word
and
president LCWR, offered
the
Friday
keynote
address. Her address
was titled Encuentro:
A Call for our Time. Sr.
Theresa said she used the Spanish word for encounter
“encuentro” because it has “more layers of meaning.”
Sr. Theresa is a delightful and insightful speaker. She
reminded us through humor, images, and stories that
encuentro requires “listening with all of our senses.”
She suggested that religious stop looking at the past
and focus on the “grace of the now” and that formation
should focus “not on preparing women and men for
the church of 50 years ago, but the church of today
and tomorrow.” She stated that “our aging endangers
our charism. We need a new Pentecost … we need
to move out.” Sr. Theresa’s address was followed by
a panel of young, vowed, religious women and men.
Members of this panel described encuentro as “coming
to know the other and coming away different because
of the encounter.” The panel members also encouraged
the unlearning of “how it has always been done” and to
stop talking of diminishment.
Fr. Stephen Bevans, a religious priest of the Divine
Word, offered the keynote address on Saturday. He
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called on participants to be prophets of encounter.
He stated that “Becoming prophets of encounter is
to learn to pay attention to ourselves, our world,
our God in Jesus Christ, and to our sisters and
brothers, especially those on the margins.” Quoting
Pope Francis, Fr. Bevans said that “we need to become
experts in communion – to not just hear, but to listen
to one another and to see solutions together.” Building
opportunities for encounter takes intentionality and
commitment. Fr. Bevans’ address was also followed
by panel of young, vowed, religious women and men.
This panel spoke honestly of their experiences entering
religious life. They expressed an understanding that the
canonically vowed way of life will not continue as it has
been and expressed hope and openness to what the
future may bring.
The
liturgy
on
Saturday afternoon
was
filled
with
exceptional music
and joy. A collection
was taken at the
presentation
of
gifts
to
benefit
S.E.T.
ministries,
a ministry founded
by the Wheaton
Franciscans. At the
banquet
Saturday
evening
Laurene
Gramling Lambach,
the President and
CEO
of
S.E.T.
addressed the conference, as did one of the S.E.T.
Cherry Street Community Garden participants. The
Wheaton Franciscans and St. Joseph Hospital were
acknowledged for their work in beginning this valuable
ministry.
In addition to the input sessions, there was the
opportunity to meet congregational leaders, new
member directors, and formation leaders from around
the world. Although it is not as easy to capture, this
was indeed a wonderful benefit of attending the
conference. I am most grateful for this on-going
formation experience!

One Voice - Charged by the Current
BY EMILY ESPAÑA
The 23rd Annual Communicators for Women Religious Conference
was held this past October in Niagara Fall, Canada. This year’s theme,
“One Voice, Charged by the Current”, reflected on of the world’s
greatest sources of hydroelectric power, the Niagara River, as well as
the strength of their message in advancing the mission and image of
Catholic Sisters.
There are currently 2.8 billion social media users worldwide. This means
that over a third of the world’s population is using some form of social
media to communicate. One of the presenters, Heather Mansfield
discussed the best practices for social media. She mentioned that you
should always follow the 80/20 rule of content marketing. “For every five posts, four should be photos or stories about
your community and one should be a call-to-action.” Also discussing the power of video. Facebook video exposure has
increased 360% in the news feeds. This has increased our awareness in which we have started to engage our social
media users to more videos. Currently, we will be updating our YouTube channel and soon sharing all the updates on the
Wheaton Franciscan Facebook page. Stay tuned. There was also a great discussion on Practical Guide to Copyrights,
by Blayne Haggart; along with the Ethics of Communication by Sr. Nuala P Kenny. If interested stop by my office and I
will be happy to share the keynotes from any of the presentations.

Bethany House: A Collaborative Ministry To Refugees In our Midst
BY SR BEATRICE HERNANDEZ
The Wheaton Franciscan Ministry Fund recently
approved a grant to support Bethany House, a
collaborative ministry to refugees. Over 30 congregations
of women religious have
joined together to offer
hospitality and housing
for 8-10 young women
refugees ages 18-22
who entered the US as
unaccompanied minors.
When they turn 18 years
old, they are removed from
the custody of the Office
of Refugee Resettlement
to the custody of ICE
(Immigration and Customs
Enforcement), pending
their asylum court hearing.
Because of the backlog of cases, it can be many months
or years before their cases are called. These are young
people who have already suffered much trauma in
their young lives, fleeing dangerous situations, traveling
through difficult areas, being separated from family,
arriving in a new country and still not knowing their fate.
Bethany House of Hospitality, located in Bartlett, IL, will
offer a safe place to live, access to counselling, health

care, education and language skills. ICE will release
these young women to this supervised living situation,
thus providing an alternative to what is equivalent to
detention in an adult prison. A
secondary goal of the project
will be to set up a network of
safe spaces to live for women
over 22 who are awaiting asylum
hearings. The Bethany House
ministry will allow these young
women to await their asylum
hearings with dignity and hope
as they seek to secure a path
to independence and stable
residence in the United States.
Sr. Sylvia Wehlisch and Sr.
Beatrice
Hernandez
have
participated in the planning meetings for this project and
have continued to be involved with the ongoing ministry.
As women dedicated to serving the poor and those in
need, the Wheaton Franciscans are honored to support
Bethany House and to be a part of this effort to welcome
and assist these young women who come to our shores
seeking asylum.
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Looking Ahead:
December 16-23

January 1, 2018

March 26-31

Christmas Novena

New Year’s Mass

Holy Week

4:30 PM - CHAPEL

10:00 AM - CHAPEL
April 1, 2019

December 24

January 8 - 12, 2018

Christmas Novena

Provincial Council Meeting in Arizona

9:00 AM - CHAPEL

Easter Sunday Mass10:00 AM
May 20, 2018

January 14- 20, 2018

Pentecost/ Covenant Companion

4th Sunday of Advent Mass

Provincial Council attending the LCWR

Annual Renewal Ceremony

10:00 AM - CHAPEL

Leadership Retreat
June 23, 2018

Christmas Carols

February 5-9, 2018

3:30 PM - CHAPEL

Provincial Council Meetings

Christmas Eve Mass

February 13- 20, 2018

4:00 PM - CHAPEL

Sisters traveling to the
Netherlands & Germany

December 25

Jubilee

For additional information
on upcoming events,

Christmas Day Mass

March 16-18, 2018

visit our website at:

10:00 AM - CHAPEL

Province Gathering

www.wheatonfranciscan.org

December 31

March 25

New Year’s Eve Prayer Service

Palm Sunday Mass

6:30 PM- CHAPEL

10:00 AM - CHAPEL
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Follow us on Facebook at:
www.facebook.com/ WheatonFranciscan

